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ABSTRACT

NOMENCLIATURE I

..rob Angular acceleration of the b~se

.Irol Angular acceleration of the motor
,

0>2 Angular acceleration of the lo~d
I

J m Moto~ inertia

J L Load linertia
.

~aw Yaw rate

~ilCh Pitch rate

l
ro~a// Roll rate

IU)~" UuJy fillc lfUIlSI'UI',IIICJ lu lllc c:lcv uliull

gimbal drive systemI
rolrll' lnertial angular ralc of gimhal~
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ro'.cm Relative gimbal rate

r>. eg Elevation gimbal angle

G coup/yGeometric coupling

a. 'l'g Azimuth gimbal angle

" Gear ratio of azimuth drive system

"1 Gear ratio of elevation drive system

T A Motor actuation torque

T G Gear coupling torque

T c Coulomb friction torque

T F .Friction torque

'1'.,. Stil:til)11 tl)fl lUG
c J

-I. Azimuth gimbal torque
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Figure I. 6-DOF model overview

kinematics ~Iosing the loop and (b) the inner

gui~dance loop comprising body rate to LOS rate

coupling dynamics, guidance, autopilot and missile,
aerodynamics closing the'loop., ' .

Development of ~n accurate slx-degree-of-

freedom (6-DOF) simylatjon model covering the

above-meptiobed outer and inner guidance loops

has been briefly di~cdssed in this paper. Fig. 1

shows a brief, overvitw of 6-DOF model, including

different subsystems. The work done includes the

development of a ne~ method of modelling the

body. motion co'up-ling to homin~ head and a novel

method of obtaining optimum p,itch and yaw LOS

rates for proportion navigat~oh (PN) guidance.

Rvmax Maximum relative velocity at which
transition from stiction to Coulomb friction
occurs

rl Radius of motor gear

r2 Radius of load gear

r ss Switching sight line range

HE heading error ~ gimbal angle at switching

I. INTRODUCTION

For homing missiles, prQportional navigation
guidance law is normally employed, which requires
line of sight (LOS) rate information from

seeker-to-target. The target tracker in the missile
(i.e. the seeker) is made to track the target through
the tracker servosystem (outer tracking loop). In
most of the homing missile~, including the system

presented here, the seeker is ~pace-stabilised in the
presence of body motions with the help of a high
gain inner loop (inner stabilisation loop) which
uses seeker-mounted rate gyro signals for inner

loop feedbac~. For this type of homing system, two

guidance loops need to be modelled and the
performance studied: (a) the outer guidance loop

comprising missile-target kinematics, seeker
tracking and stabilisation servosystem, gui{!ance,
airframe-autopi,lot combination and missile
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MOD~LLING MErnOD FOR HOMING MISSIL~BHA1TACHERJEE & SAHA

m
Figure 3. Seeker-servosystem model

attack and fire-and-forget capability is reported

here. Fir~-and-forget ~apability for ATM requires

autonomous homing guidance implemented based

on LOS rate obtained in this case from the imaging

infrared seeker, stabilised through seeke~:mounted

rate gyros. However, during the initial phase, to

optimist the impact angle, missile trajectory is

made to pitch up as sharply as the gimbal angle,

limit allows through a gimbal angle hold phase in

the guidance (implemented by a gimbal angle hold

autopilot). The trajectory in elevation plane is

depicted in Fig. 2. Switching to PN guidance is

done as soon as t~e required sigh't line range or

equivalently sight line rate is reach~d. This is done

after correcting the heading error ( -gimbal angle
I

at switching) between sight line, and flight path

wit Ii Jllillillllllll r,ldill~ or turn c,lp,lbility of tll~

coJIfigllr,,\it)n in \11~.!illlllrll\c<I PN ("t;;PN) pha!ic, !it)

\hat cnollgh homing <list:.lncc (dl,) lis :.Iv:.lil:.lble for

I
Different possible applications of the model fo~

design and analysis of the homing missile sy~tem
have also been covered. .

2. SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM MODEL,

The 6-DOF simulation model consists of six
I

equations of motiQn for the m issi1e: three equations

of force andl three equations of moments (typical

6-DOF equations of ~otion are giv~n ;n Appendix'l ).

Forces and boment.s affec\ing missile motion are

mainly due to propulsion, aer~dynamics. and
I

control forces/moments. The cpntrol forces/

moments are due to control deflectirns which have

been gener.ated based on the guidance and control

algorithm. iGuidance and control algorithm design

has been c~rried out to shape tijle trajectory so as to

meet the specified ~uid*nce accuracy and impact

nnglc rc41lircmcllt. I
I

Tllc 6-pOI' !;illllllati()11 11\()d~1 r~atllrl;N r()r II

third gcncrulion unlilimk missilc (A'"rM) with lOp-
,
j
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scttlillg tllc crrors/trullsicllts ill thc fillul homillg

phase. This helps to ensure the required miss
t

di1'tnncc. Sincc mi1'1' di1'tnncf rcqllircmcnt is vcry

stringent, accurate rodelling 1 of the seeker
..

servosystem is essential for getting the ~uidance

parameters, i.e. gimbal angle, LOS rate, ~tc. very
,

close to the actupl hardware outputs for tuning

guidance algoritbm and predicting the miss

distance ,accuratelr based on the ~-DOF model.

Seeker-servos,ystem model has been developed

based Ion a new concept of body motion coupling

to the seeker head, through forces, and Imoments

transformed to the seeker. This I is termed as
,

Newtonian equivalent modFI (NEM) and is quite

different from the velocity injection model

normally used, where body rate is directly injected

to the .seeker on 1:1 baSisl.2. The NEM-based

seeker-servosystem modelling is discussed here.

d2

d1

3. s E E K E R .s E R V O s y s T E M .M O D E L L I N G

, Seeker-servosystem copsists of an outer track

loop and an, inn~r stabilisation loop (Fig. 3).

Driving signal for the tra~k loop is the seeker

pointing error (error bJtween LOS and seeker

boresight), which it c~rrbcts by generating

commanded LOS rate or 'disc rate signal to the

inner stabilisation loop. Stabilisation~loop is a high
,

gain servQsystem which stabilises the seeker with

respect to body rate disturbances knd follows the
,

above commanded disc rate. '. In. the NEM

developed, the different sources of, base' motion
I

coupling to the seeker are 1

(i)
, .

Cpupling through gears (in the geared-drive

sYjstem considered)'

(ii) Back electromotive fo~e (emf) coupling

(iii) Coupling through frictirin, and

(iv) Geometrical c()upling
\

(b)

Figure 4. Base motion coupling through gears
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I rohP>2 =

(4)(~
nJl+J2

For the seeker

11

12
I

Motor inertia = 1 m.

Load inertia = 1L' and
IEquivalent inertia referred to load side

2= n 11 + {2

Therefore, the torque transmitted to the load

side (J~) due to gear coupling is obtained from

Eqn (4) asAZIMUTH GIMBAL ANGLE = a

ELEVATION GIMABL ~NGLE = ~

T L (gear) = n(n+l)Jmrob (5)
Figure ~. Seeker gimbal system

3.1 Coupling th'rough, Gears
,

The case of base mot~on coupling to the load

side (i.e. seeker) due to 8earing is considered in
IFig. 4. rob' ro1 and ro2 are the angulflr acceleratIon

of the base, the motor and t~e load, respectively.
I

The gear ratio n = r21r1. Figurffs 4Ca) and 4(b)
give the free body diagrams for the motor and the

load, respectively. F 11 and F 22 are bearing forces
along x-axis. From. the free b'ody diagrams, the

following relations are derived :

For the seeker-servosystem considered, the

gimbal system is shown in Fig. 5 where:

(XM' y M'ZM) -Missile body axis~

(Xo' yo.Zo) -Outer gimbal axis,

(Xi' Yi'2i) -Inner gimbal axis.

The azimuth gimbal rotates about body 2M (20)

axis by. azimuth gimbal angle a and thereafter

elevation gimbal rotates about the outer gimbal Yo

(Yi) axis' by elevation gimbal angle ~. Therefore,

the azimuth gimbal d~ive will get body yaw rate

only, which will contribute to azimuth gimbal

torque T L duel to gear coupling as per Eqn (5)

giving

21 = -F 12 ; at the point of meshF

also: -Jlro1 -F12 rl = 0

11 .,
therefore, F 12 = --0>'

, 'I (I)
TLI= OO1aWn(n + I) Jm (6)

again, J;2 00;+ F21 '2 = 0
For the elevation gimbal, drive motor is on the

outer gimbal and rotates about the f 0' fj axis.

Therefore, the body pitch and roll rate (and
acceleration) components along tIle y 0' y/ axis will

contribute to elevation gimbal tor,que T LI due to

gear coupling as per the equation I

(2)

The kinematic, copstraint eq~ation can be

.I
wrItten as . .,1,

+ 1 ) J I" 1 (J)b (7)TLI ;;: " I ("

(3)
.t ..

11(W2-Wb) = -(~I-WV>

ro~OII sin (1ro~'e= ~;,ch COS aI
therefQre, from Eqns (2) and (3)
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I
3.2 IJuck emf Coqpling

The back emf of the drive'motor is obtained by

tr;llIsfc.:rrillg IJIc rc.:JCllivc.: gilllhllJ rCIlc.: (I)b..m It) ,IJIC.:
motor side (by multiplying with I gear ratio) and

multiplying it by'the back emf constant KB. The

relative gimbal rate is calculated by subtracting the

corresponding body rate components (couplt,d to
the gimbals) from the inertial gimbal rate in the

respective planes of azimuth and elevation (Fig. 3).
Due to this back emf voltage, an equivalent torque

is generated, which is the back emf cou{'ling

torque.

f
velocity, at which the transjtion from stiction to

Coulomb friction occurs. I

'I'llcrcf()rc, Ihc fric.:liull 1Iiudcl is Sullilii*riscd IIS

When ,

O)bcm = 0,

then

I
TF=TR=TA :1 -n(rl + I) '1 m]rob

When'

(Obcm ~ 0,

then

3.3 Coupling through Friction.
IThe friction model considers the torques

generated by both static and viscous friotions. If
there is no relative motion between the gimbal and

the body, i.e. the relative gimbal rate O)bcm is zeto,
then due to static friction, the gimbal will move

along with the body, i.e. the body rate component
on the base will be totally coupled to the load. This

phenomenon is modelled as

When

for robcm $ Rvmax' T F =1 T ST = Stiction torque,

and for robcm > Rv ...a..' T F I = T C = Coulomb

friction torque.

3.4. Geometric Coupling
,

As the azimuth gimbal rotates wrt the body Zb

= Azimuth gimbal Zo axis; tperef~re, no component

of toll and pitch torques will, get coupled to the
1

azimuth. gimbal Idrive base. However, as the
,

azimuth rate gyro placed onrthe inner gimbal senses

the azimuth rate wrt thel inner gimbal Z; axis, the

components of bddy roll and Jpitch rates coupled to
the inner gimbal Z; axis Iwill be sensed by the

I
azimuth gyro. By referring to Fig. 5, this geometric

,
coupling term in azimuth plane is obtained as

robcm = 0 ;

Effective torque T E = J<i>b

By referring to Fig.

friction torque is obtained as
3, the corresponding

G .-roll. .

couply- (Oib COS a. sIn p + ro';~~ch sin a. sin p (9)
Effective torque T E = Jrob = motor torque +

gear coupling torque -frictiona, torque
In the elevation plane, roll a.nd pitch rate

components get coupled ,to the 'inner gimbal

through gear coupling, and g~metr~c c.o.upling is
,zero.

TA + n(n + I)Jmrob -[TA -X rob]

:.X=[J-n(n+l)JmJ (8)

I
Therefore, with T A -X rob (X as above )

,

modelled as friction torque (Fig. 3), the effective

load torque T E becomes equal to the body motion

torque Jrob due to static friction, when (l)bcm = 0.
,

When, there is a relative rate present betwe~n

the missile body and the gimbal (i.e. (l)bcm * 0), the

friction torques will be generated due to stictidn

(for (l)bcm .$: Rvmax) and due to Coulomb friction (for

(l)bcm > Rvmax), where Rvmax = Maximum relative

3.5 Modelling or Gimbal Rates, Angles & LOS

Rate I ,

With the ~otor actuation a'}d different

coupling torques modelled as describdd above, the
effective load torque T E i~ obtained as

tTE = TA-+ T6' -TF
(10)

f
Inertial angular rate of the gimbals ro;cm is

obtained! as, I
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PROJECTIONS OF Xs

ON AXES PlANES

Using the inertial to body rotational transform-
ation matrix (RTM), the above components of LOS
vector are transferred to the body dorsal frame. In
the next step, the outer (azimuth) gimbal angle is
use~ to get the body to outer gimbal qua~ernion
components as per the following equation

-XH2

TARGET

COOfoDINATES

(Xi Yi Zi)

WRT INNER

GIMBAL AXES

ezob t:: COs(\jf g/2); elob = 0; e2ob = o~ e3ob = sin(\jf g/2)

Using this equation, the body to outer gimbal

RTM is constructed and the LOS vector

components are obtained in the outer gimbal axes

system. Similarly, ,he inner (elevation) gimbal

angle is used to get the outer to inner gimbal

quaternion and hence the RTM. Thus, the LOS

vector components are,finally obtained in the inner

gimbal coordinate system (XH2' Y H2' ZH2) which are

Xi' Yi' Zi (Fig. 6). Pointing errors sensed by the

seeker are modelled in azimuth by computing the

angular error between the X H2 axis and the

projection of LOS vector Xs on XH2' YH2 plane and

is modelled in elevation by computing the angular

error between the XH2 axis and projection ofXs on

XH2' ZH2 plane (Fig. 6). Therefore, in terms of LOS

vector ~omponents Xi, Y;, Z;, the pointing errors are

Z,I
x. I

ZH2

Figure 6. Definition of poi~ting errors

1

-I(Oicm (11)

II
Relative gimbal rate (J)bcm is extracted by

subtracting the corresponding body rate
I

components tran3f9rmed to the gimbal system from

the inertial gimbar rate (J)jcm' i.e.

(J)bcm = (J)jcm 1. (J)jb

(12)

where

roaZimUlh- royaw
ib -ib . an~

Poi,nting error (C?lev~tion) = -tanele roll. .witch .

roib = -roib SIn <XI+ UJib cas <X

j

Pointing error (azimuth) = tan-'[ ~ ]

'These pointing errors are the driving inputs for

the seeker I track loop (Fig.3).
j

4. APPLICATION OF 6-DOF MODEL AS

DESIGN TOOL

4.1 Guidance & Control Design

V~lidation!Tuning

For validating the guidance and control

algorithm design, including its adequacy!

robustness, 6-DOF simulations incorporating

different conditions are essential. First, the stability

of tltc slt()rt pcriml and long pcriod dynllm,cs is

validated/established and design tuned as per

requirement. Miss distance estimate is obtained

next by calculating the root sum square miss of lhe

This relative gimbal rate is used for back emf

and friction torque 'modelling. The elevation

gimbal angle (Og) and the azimuth gimbal angle

(\I' g) are obtained by integrating the' correspo~ding

relative gimbal rates, Geometrical coupling term is

added to inertial gimbal rate to obtain the LOS rate

as sensed by the stabilisation loop gyro forI
feedback (Fig. 3).

I
3.6 Model(ing or Pointing Errors

I
Let th1 coordiQate of }he missile in inertial hxis

system be (KM, y M, ZM) and that lof the ta~get be

(KT, YT' ZT). Comppnents of the LOS vector in the

inertial frame are :

Rxx = (KT -XM) I
I

Ryy = (YT -YM)

j

Rzz =t (IT -ZM)'
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i
guidance. Withlthe new metho9. improved homing

performance is ~chieved in ter~s of faster settling
of errors/transients lead~ng to \ower m;ss distance

in almost all thb ~ases studied.

,

individual miss distances due to different error
sources taken one at a time in the simulation. An

optimum priority-based dynamic sharing/limiting
algorithm for control authority apportioning has
been designed to overcome control st~rvation,

which is more pronounced for certain zqnes of

manoeuver plane orientations due to severe

aerocross coupling effects along with CG shift.

Manoeuver plane orientations 4> r (Appendix-l)

would change with pitch and yaw latax. By suitably
I

incorporating disturbances, target motidns, etc. in
6-DOF, those adverse zones of manoeuver

orientations have been brought out in 6-boF

simulation and the design., particularly the

adequacy of the dynamic sharing/limiting

algorithm established under severe aerocross.
coupling and CG shift disturbances.

4.2 Optimum LOS Rates for PN Mechanisation

For accurate PN guidance, latax demand is to
be generated in the body frame, so that the LOS
rates measured in the seeker axis (inner gimbal

axis) are driven to zero, leading to a constant

bearing collision course. Therefore, a novel method
of obtaining optimum pitch and yaw LOS rates. for

PN guidance mechanisation is formulated with

which the above optimum bJdyframe LOS rates
will result in measured LOS rates in the inner

gimbal axis, when missile body to inner gimbal
transformation are applied, Those optimum
observed sight line rates (OBSLR) in missile body-
frame are obtained (Appendix,2) as

OBSLR(pitch) = ~SLR(elevat!Q!1
cos (0/ x)

OBSLR (yaw) = ~SLR~mu~~
.cos (eg)

+ OBSLR(elevatiolj tan ('1'g) tan (eg.

,To improve the sereker isolation wrt body

motion disturbances, feedforward compensation
Ibased on body-mounted autopilot gyro inputs has

been .designed' to be given as input to the drive

motor which has been modelled (Fig. 3). Since
, body motion coupling is' partial, the amount of

feedforward compensation' required to be
I

incorporated for optimum performance is obtained
,

based on result's with 6-DOF simulation model,
I

Though feedforward fompensation for azimuth/ .

elevation chanqel body rate components and also

for roll in elevationl fias shown improved

performance, for I azimuth channel, feed forward

compensation for roll show~ performance

degradation in 6-DOF simulation.: The reason for
rthe above performance degra'd~tion has been

brought out with the help of the 'simulation model.

With the help of the propos~d feed forward
I

compensation for roll in azim~th ch,annel ro~:llp. the

gcomc~rical coupling of rotl rate in the seeker

azimuth axis (inner ,gimbal Z; axis) as derived in

f -

Section '3.4 will be effectively cancelled. H<j>wever,

in the process, the probosed compensation also
I ,

appears in the inertial, gimbal rate., .Since the

azimuth gimbal rotates ~rt Zo = body 1 axis, roll

rate will not g<1t coupled to the azimuth gimbal.

Thus, the abo\l\e additional inertial gimbal rate

devFloped would generate additional coupling

torques througp friction and back e~f coupling

(Fig. 3) leading to poorer performanc~. Based on

the above studies with 6-doF model, feed forward
,

compens'ation design har been modi fied

accordingly omitting compe!1sation for roll in

azimuth. 1

The new method of PN guidance mechanism

has been validated with the help of the 6-DOF

model through extensive simulation studies under

different conditions and by comparing the results

with those obtained by the conventional method of

generating LOS rate in the bodyframe for PN

f
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4.4 Switchover from 9pen-Loop to

Closed-Loop Guidance

The 6joOF mode~ is used to accurately obtain

the switchover point from open-loop guidance to

closed-loop PN guidAnce, so that for different
I

operating conditions, inc'uding subsystem errors/

biases, the reRuired homl"g time is available for

settling the errors/transients adeqttately in the

presence of sJbsystem dynamic lags, thus en~uring

the required guidance accuracy. Referring to the

guided trajectory (Fig. 2), the s~itching from

open-loop gvidance (i.e. girpbal andle hold phase)
to closed-lobp PN guidance, has ~o be carried out

at the specific Stitching sight line range r .r.r' so that

after correcting the heading; error in the SPN phase

(a high gain nonlinear law for navigation constant

employed here where gain is reduced as Jhe

heading error is corrected), the required homing

distance (or equivalently homing time) is available.,
in the final unsOaturated PN guidance phase for

settling the errors/trarlsients adequately for

different operating conditions, thus ensuring the

guidance accuracy.i Switching with a higher sight

line range compare~ to the optimum, r .r.r would give

lower impact angle leading to lower warhead

effectiveness. Tll,e optimum switching sight line

range r .r.r is obtained fr~m 6-00F simulation

studies with disturbance~, $ubsystem errors, etc.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS ~

PERFORMANCESUMMA~Y
The performance of the we~pon system has

been established for different operating conditions,

including subsystem biases, errors and disturb-
ances. Error bounds chosen are equal to the

specified tolerances/error bounds of different

subsystem parameters (thrust, drag and other

aeroparameters, sight line rate (SLR) bias,

autopilot bias, misalignment forces and moments,

wind, etc.). Error sources are judiciously combined

so as to bring out varying simulation conditions and

performance profiles, including I nominal, normal
and worst case performance profiles and

comparison made wrt the desired performance "in

terms of homing dist~nce, impact angle, margin for

gimbal angle and seeker field of vi~w, etc. In the

elevation plane, worst impact angle and homing

distance condition is brought out by suitably

choosing the subsystem bias errors. For example,

low homing distance condition has been simulated

by incorporating positive SLR and positive latax

bias errors. For realising normal type disturbance

condition, apart from subsystem bias errors,

misalignment forces/moments and CG shift errors

are also. incorporate~ in different directions, i.e.

pitch down, yaw right, etc. Again, all down-

disturbance conditions are obtained from normal

disturbance conditions with additional errors like

thrust and drag variations simulating the lowest

velocity, lower bounds on aeroparameters, etc. For

simulating all up-disturbance conditions, the

highest velocity condition and the upper bounds on

aeroparameters are introduced. Performance

obtained for some typical conditions of simulation

are kummarised in Table 1 for important

parameters. It is observed that homing time variesj
between 2.7-3.4 s for nonnal disturbance conditions,

due to the va'riations in subsystem bias errors

giving either low homing distance or low impact

angle condition. For all down-disturbance

conditiqn also, a similar variation in homing time

is obtained between low homing distance and low

impact angle condition. Seeker track loop is found

to be the dominant lag in the m issile guidance loop,

5. APPLICATION OF 6-QOF MODEL FOR

PERFORMANCE EVALUATIOr-;

The 6-DOF simJ.llat.on ~it~ seeker head

detailed model has beel) extensively used for
performance evaluation. Apart I from an accurate

estimate of terminal performance in terms of

homing time/miss distance and impact a~gle~

6-DOF simulation with di(ferent disturbances' and

subsystem errors is essential to establish the
I.

adequacy of the seeker field of view and gimbal

angle freedom, control deflection margins, etc. in

the presence 'Of guidanc'e m anoeuvers. Based on the

6-DOF simulatiqn stu.dies, the tolerance on

important supsystem parameters has been so fixed
that reasonable margins are available wrt the above

I t I
parameters. ,
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having a bandwidth of 10 rad/s. Therefora, with a
minimum homing time of 2.7 s, minimum nom1 alised

homing time ronhT obtained is 27, which may be
just sufficient to give the required miss distance. It
is known from literature3 that ,for accurate settling
of errors/transients, a minimum normalised homing
time of 25 is required. Miss distance estimate has
been subsequently obtained through exha~stive
simulation studies and found to be within specified

limits. For the seeker system, field of view = :t 20

mils, elevation gimbal angle freedom = -34°, 17°

and azimuth gimbal angle freedom = :t 12°.

Therefore, maximum pointing error in all the cases
simulated (Table 1) has enough margin with respect
to semi-field of view of 20 mils, whereas enough
margins with respect to gimbal angles are not
available for many cases. Table 1 shows impact

angle, i.e., pitch attitude 9 at impact to target
varying between 18° and 32°, which would be
improved in the near future through switching later
to closed-loop PN guidance, once the seeker
bandwidth and performance are improved. lYpical
6-DOF performance profiles of some flight
variables are shown in Figs 7-10 for nominal

condition (with initial rates at tube exit). Pitch latax

profile (Fig. , 7) shows that latax demand from

60

50

":

l'

x

~
:5

:I:
"
1-
0=

0

10

-20

-30

Figure 7. Nominal lateral accelerf'tion pronle (pitch)

guidance is closely followed by the autopilot.

Autopilot bandwidth is validated'by taking zoomed
,

plot of demanded and stensed latax. Homing time

calculated from the instant! of latax demand S I g
..

or, achieved latax S 2 g (whichever occurs early) is

2.87 s (Fig. 7), giving a normalised homing time

Table I. 6.DOF performance summary
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12

interception, signifying accurate homing to target.
Pointing error profile (Fig. 8) shows that ~he

pointing error stay~ within::!: 10 mils, giving
enough margin with respect to seml-field of view.
Zoomed plot of kinematic and synthesised sight
line rat~ signal in elevation plane, as obtained from
the seeker (Fig. 9) shows that seeker- servosystem
in 6-DO.F is following the kinematic sight line rate
with lag as per the designed bandwidth, thus
validating the model. Gimbal angle (elevation)

profile (Fig. 10) shows that the maxi~l}m gimbal
angle goes up to 30°, giving 4° minimum margin
with respect to the gimbal angle freedom.
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7. CONCLUSION
--

The NEM for seeker-ser.vosystem simulation
has been evolved and successfully integrated in the

6-DOF model for homing missiles. In this new

modelling approach, drive motor rates are

considered as inertial gimbal rates and body motion

coupling is modelled through forces and moments

trans~ormed to the seeker. Therefore, this model

would givf exact body coupling effect on the

homing system, u~like the conventional velocity

injection model (VIM), where full body motion is

.7

(J)nh T = 28.7. Since this is more than the minil;num

required normalised homing time. of 25,' the

achieved latax profile, shows latax staying near zero

value during the last one second before
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the seeker isolation wrt body motion disturbances

can be accurately obtained based on simulation
studies with 6-DOF model. A novel method of
obtaining optimum pitch and yaw LOS rates for PN

guidance mechanisati6n is formulated based on
observed sig?t line rates 'measured in the seeker
inner gimbal axis. The superiority of this new

I
method vis-a-vis ~he conventional method of

generating LpS rate's3 has been established through
simulation studies, \ using the 6-DOF model

developed. I

assumed coupled to the seeker systeml,2, With

exact body coupling effect modelled, the

corresponding 6-DOF model integrated with

NEM-based seeker system would give accurate

performance projections for homing missile,

Important sources of body motion coupling to the

seeker head for a typical homing missile are found

to be:

(a) Coupling d1rough gears

(b) Back emf coupling 8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT,s
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(c) Coupling through frictioQ, and

(d) Geometrical coupling

While the components of body rates coupled

to the seeker through geometric coupling depend
on the gimbal angles. gear coupling and friction

torque coupling to the seeker are found to be

equivalent ih general to the partial body motion
I

injection.
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APPENDIX 1

, cI> = Manoeuver plane roll ,orientation with

respect to Zj axis)
j
I
1

CN' Cm, side force coefficient CS' yawing

moment coefficient Cn, rolling rrloment coefficient

C) are obtained as a function of (XR'and «I> as per aero

data estimated from wind tunnel tJst. Cs and Cn are

defined 900 anti-clockwise with respect to

manoeuver plane. i.e. (XR direction.

Referrin9 to Fig. A. tI, ,the com~onents of normai and side force coefficients along Zt and y t axis are
I ,

CNAN=-t:'NCOs«!» ; CNAS=-Cs!in«!»
(along Zjaxis)

I
I

CNBN= -CN sin($) ; CNBS= Cs cqs($)

~ (along rfaxis)

Ty

m

+ (gy)f + terms due to misalignments

Tz

m

+ + (gz)/ + terms due to misalignments

Defining Cm~/a and C~li~ as control Imoment coefficients about y I and 21 axis respectively, and also C1l~/a
as roll effectiveness o~ control fins Iper pair, the equations for angular acceleration about XI' y I and 21 are .

,

--=- -~ [~j ~ ( .., p- J -Jxxp + T mX + J 2v C/~ -2 etal+eta3+Zle2+Zle4

XX -¥X a. /

I-(T z + Aero-forces along Zf). ~y f + terms, due to misalignments

339

1
U = rv -qw + -1-

""

CmXCGA= CmXCGCOs(cI» ; CnXCGA= CnXCGsin(cI»
I

CmXCGB= -CmXCG sin(cI» ; CnXCGB= CnXCG.CO~cI»
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+

J ~
T x + (-QSCDO) I

zz

APPENDIX 2

I
Here, the optimum LOS rates referred to missile body frame .O.Ym' .O.Zm are obtai~ed" Those optimum

LOS rates are such that they" would result in measured LOS rates in the inner gimbal' axis .O.Y;' .O.z; when

missile frame to inner gimbal axes transformation [A]m; is applied on those optimum rat~s.
,

With .O.Xm = O as per existing guidance scheme and postulating each of .O.Ym' .O.Z"j as a linear combination
t ,

of .O.Y; and .O.z; , we have

,
.Q.ym = a .O.Yi + b .O.Zi

(8.1)
QZm = c Qyi + d QZi ,I j
Noting that' the outer gimbal moves wirh respect to body Z'n axis by azimuth gimbal angle a and the

inner gimbal mo.ves with respect to the outeF gimbal Yo axis through ,elevation gimbal angle p (Fig. 5), the

missile frame to inner gimbal axis Xi' Yi' Zi rotational transformation\matrix [A]mi is obtained as
,

I

-sinp

O

cosp

cosa cosJ3
sioo.
sinJ3 cosa

[A]mi =
(B.2)

-sina cos13

cosa

-sioo sin13

The following equations are obtained
l

Q y .= a CO5(l.Q y .+ b cosa Q z ,
I f , I

Eqns (B.4) and (B.5) are solved to obtain

1 b = 0, c = tana tan!3 and d = - 1

cos~
a=-

cosa.

340
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I
From Egn (B..I ), the optimum LOS rates referred to missilt! body coordinates are

I

~~ fri

.O.Ym =

, I b ,

~ J-zr
nZm = tana tan~ .O.y; +

(B.6)
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